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Outline:
A novel damping system, the viscoelastic Coupling Damper (VCD), has been developed to enhance both the wind and
seismic performance of high-rise buildings by adding high damping elements in place of reinforced concrete coupling
elements. The VCDs replace structural members, such as outriggers or coupling beams, and therefore do not occupy any
usable architectural space. The VCDs provide added viscous damping to all lateral modes of vibration, which mitigates
building tenant vibration perception problems and reduces both the wind and earthquake response of tall buildings.
The authors will discuss the development of the technology, full-scale testing and validation of the VCD, and the design of
tall buildings for both earthquake and wind loading, including the design of an extremely slender building in downtown
Toronto. In this design, the VCD system provided a number of performance benefits including reduced loads, drifts, lateral
accelerations and torsional velocities without occupying any architectural space.
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